Linda Glaeser Brazdil ’78 was named an American Chemical Society Fellow in recognition of her work in the development and mechanistic studies of industrial catalysts; leadership in chemistry education innovation to make chemistry concepts accessible, relevant and interesting for students; and service in numerous roles within the American Chemical Society, both locally and nationally.

Ruby Fett ’86 received her Master of Science in Nursing as a family nurse practitioner with a sub-specialty in palliative care from Ursuline College in August 2015.

Erin Butterfield ’08 married Ryan Longeill on Saturday, October 3, 2015, at St. James Catholic Church in Lakewood, Ohio. Standing with them were family and close friends, which included Notre Dame alumni Steven Destefano ’05, Nicolette Destefano ’09 and Heather Baumgartner ’09. Ryan and Erin want to thank all their family and friends who celebrated with them on their special day.

Sarah Nank ’10 began working as a unit supervisor in June 2015 in Ormond Beach, Fla., for the Florida Department of Education Division of Vocational Rehabilitation. She also began working at Notre Dame this fall as an online adjunct professor of psychology.

Gregory Pristov ’13 married alumna Brandy Pivonka Pristov ’13 on August 1, 2014.

Brandon T. Bucknell ’15, who earned a degree in political science, ran for a seat on the Twinsburg, Ohio, school board in fall 2015. Although he did not win, the 24-year-old newcomer facing two seasoned opponents received 28.1 percent of the votes with his opponents getting 34.9 percent and 36.9 percent.

Linda Glaeser Brazdil ’78 was named an American Chemical Society Fellow in recognition of her work in the development and mechanistic studies of industrial catalysts; leadership in chemistry education innovation to make chemistry concepts accessible, relevant and interesting for students; and service in numerous roles within the American Chemical Society, both locally and nationally.

Ruby Fett ’86 received her Master of Science in Nursing as a family nurse practitioner with a sub-specialty in palliative care from Ursuline College in August 2015.

We offer our condolences to relatives and friends of the recently deceased and pray that our good God will welcome them into everlasting joy.

Alumni
Betty Hanking Bogucki ’50 3/2013
Jeanne Putka Carrick ’45 1/2015
Mary Catherine McGovern Elliott ’50 5/2015
Marie Goetz Geier ’60 6/2015
Mrs. Adele Longo ’40 4/2015
Mary Ann Crink Meissner ’78 4/2015
Sr. Mary Louise Trivison, SND ’50 7/2015

Husband
William Waitinas
7/2015
Husband of Pamela Wright Waitinas ’61
Father of Carol Waitinas Alaqua ’97
Herbert J. Hanlon
4/2015
Husband of Josephine Hanlon ’56
Steven J. Polasko
8/2015
Husband of Leslie Polasko M.Ed. ’09

Father
Raja Salwan
5/2015
Father of Mary Salwan Frato ’89
Thomas Beaver
7/2015
Father of April Beaver Roskelly ’02 and Amanda Beaver Soltis ’02
Edward A. Goldrick
7/2015
Father of Lisa Goldrick ’95

Brother
Gregory James Simon
7/2015
Brother of Rebecca Simon Corbo ’01
Frank J. Kozelka
7/2015
Brother of Kay Kozelka ’73

Memorial Masses may be offered in Christ the King Chapel for a deceased loved one. For more information about scheduling a Mass, please contact campus ministry at 216.373.5387.